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It has been observed that shock waves in supersonic �ow oscillate under certain con�

ditions� These oscillations usually have negative e�ects especially for �ow past transonic

airfoils and in supersonic di�users� It is therefore of practical importance to understand

the origin and the consequences of these oscillations� The purpose of this paper is to

model and to predict some physical characteristics of self�sustained shock oscillations in

transonic di�user �ows� This paper gives �rst the results of a quasi�one�dimensional

stability analysis� The mean �ow is calculated with a code solving the averaged Navier�

Stokes equations� The present stability approach is however limited to the core region

where the viscous e�ects can be neglected� Furthermore� the quasi�one�dimensional sta�

bility approach is generalized in order to study the stability of a two�dimensional mean

�ow with a small perturbation technique� In order to validate the present approach� the

results are compared with Sajben�s experimental data and those numerically obtained

by Hsieh� As demonstrated below� the main characteristics of the oscillation are clearly

obtained	 for example the shock motion spectra is correctly reproduced by the present

stability approach�

Nomenclature

Latin Alphabet

k wave number
Rp exit pressure to total inlet pressure ratio
l di�user length �from throat to exit�
h throat height
U� u streamwise velocity component
V� v transverse velocity component
T temperature
a sound velocity
t time
X amplitude of shock motion

Greek Alphabet

���� frequency
� density

Subscripts

���o upstream value
���� downstream value
���f �uctuation value
���c shock value
���e exit value
���s south boundary value
���n north boundary value

Superscripts
���� mean value
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Introduction

Under certain conditions� the shock wave in super	
sonic �ows may exhibit oscillations
 This occurs for
example with transonic airfoils and in supersonic dif	
fusers
 Di�erent approaches have been used in order
to quantify these oscillations and to understand their
physical origin
 Many experiments have been carried
out by Sajben�� et al� in the beginning of ��s whereas
some numerical simulations have been tried by Liou�
Coakley� and Hsieh
� A new approach is proposed
in this paper which is more theoretical than the two
others and which can provide thereby a new insight in
this di�cult problem
 It is more or less admitted that
the geometry of the di�user� the shock intensity� the
separation bubble of the boundary layer just down	
stream the shock and the subsonic core region play
an important role in these oscillations
 But neither
the experiment nor the numerical simulations can ex	
plain� �who does what� how and why�
 The objective
is to prove by simple models that the frequency of the
self	sustained oscillations at least can be predicted by
a small perturbation technique based on inviscid per	
turbations superimposed to a viscous mean �ow

This �rst part describes the published results� the ex	
perimental and the numerical ones
 In the second part�
the theoretical aspects of a quasi	one	dimensional sta	
bility analysis are described
 This approach consists
in studying these oscillations using a simple linear sta	
bility analysis
 This analysis is restricted to the core
region where the viscous e�ects are negligible and� in
accordance with experimental results� the mean �ow is
assumed to be nearly one	dimensional in this region

However� the mean �ow is calculated using the code
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Fig� � Sajben et al� di�user model�

FLU�M developed at ONERA in order to obtain ac	
curate values for the mean �ow
 The one	dimensional
stability results are then presented in comparison with
Sajbens experiments and with Hsieh numerical simu	
lations
 In the third part� the quasi	one	dimensionality
hypothesis is left in order to study the fully two	
dimensional mean �ow
 The results are �nally com	
pared both to experimental results and to the results
provided by the previous simpli�ed stability approach


� Background of the Present Study
Di�user Geometry

The major experimental contribution on self	
sustained shock oscillations has been brought by the
Mc Donnell Douglas team headed by M
 Sajben
�� ��� ��

One of the di�users used in the experiment is asym	
metric with a �at bottom wall and a converging	
diverging channel with a maximum �o divergence an	
gle
 This di�user is equipped with many suction slots�
so that the �ow can be considered two	dimensional�
at least in the middle section between the two lateral
walls of the channel
 Figure � gives a sketch of the
experimental set	up

The relative di�user length is l�h where h is the

height at the throat� the length origin is chosen at the
throat
 In this paper� only the di�user lengths such as
l�h � �� are studied with the proposed approaches


General Descriptions

In this nozzle� the �uid accelerates from subsonic
to supersonic speed through a sonic throat� and is
abruptly decelerated by a shock	wave located down	
stream of the throat
 The �ow in this di�user is ex	
hausted directly to the ambient air so that the bound	
ary conditions at the exit cross section are closely
characterised by a spatially and temporally constant
static pressure
 The �ow conditions are then mainly
characterised by the ratio of the static pressure at
the exit section to the total pressure at the inlet�
Rp � pe�pt
 This ratio determines� among other
properties� the shock strength and the upstream Mach
number M�
 The �ow patterns obtained with this
di�user depend on the Mach number
 In Sajbens ex	
periment� shock	induced separation occurs for Mach
numbers M� greater than ��� and� in this case spon	
taneous self oscillations have been observed
 These

g
gether with the occurrence of �uctuations downstream
of the shock
 In all cases� no oscillation has been ob	
served in the supersonic zone
 The following results are
limited to one value of Rp � Rp � ���� �M� � �����


Experimental and Numerical Results

Among the Sajbens experimental results� the shock
motion power spectrum is of particular interest
 This
spectrum� is represented in �gure �

It shows that the most sensitive frequencies� for a

Fig� � Shock motion power spectrum� experiment�

di�user length l�h � ����� are close to ��� Hz
 Dif	
ferent lengths ��� � l�h � ����� have been studied by
Sajben et al��� Computations have been performed
by Coakley� Liou and Hsieh��� � for the same di�user
con�guration
 These simulations consisted in solving
the unsteady averaged Navier	Stokes equations with a
classical turbulence model
 They were achieved in two
steps� steady computations provided the mean �ow
and then the unsteady computations determined the
�uctuating quantities
 These unsteady computations
have been realised by imposing a �uctuating pressure
at exit section
 Hsieh and Coakley� used di�erent dif	
fuser lengths �see Table ��


Frequency �Hz� l�h �case�

��� ���� �A�
��� ����� �B�
��� ����� �C�
��� ��� � �D�

Table � Oscillation frequency for di�erent di�user
lengths �numerical results��

Figure � shows the computed shock motion power
spectrum corresponding to these cases
 It can be ob	
served that when the di�user length l�h is less than
�� the frequency of oscillation reduces from ��� to
��� Hz as the downstream boundary location varies
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� � q y
creases to ��� Hz for the greatest length �l�h � �����

The latter does not agree with the experimental result
���� Hz� published by Sajben�� and given in �gure �

Taking into account all these published results �exper	

Fig� 	 Shock motion power spectrum� Computa

tion

iment and numerical simulations�� the present analysis
is devoted to a simpler and more analytical approach

Let us summarize� the di�erent di�user lengths used
in the Sajbens experiment� in Hsiehs calculation and
in our present approach�

� Sajbens experiment� �� � l�h � ����

� Hsiehs simulation� ��� � l�h � ����

� present approach� ��� � l�h � ��

� Mean and Fluctuating Flows

The purpose of this section is to describe the main
assumptions employed in the proposed small pertur	
bation technique
 The classical coordinate system
�x� y� is used� where x is the streamwise coordinate
and y is perpendicular to it


Small Perturbation Technique

Two present approaches are based on the standart
small perturbation technique
 The instantaneous �ow
is written as the superposition of a basic �ow and of
a small �uctuation
 All physical quantities q �velocity�
pressure� 


� are thus decomposed into a mean value
and a �uctuating one �

q � �q � qf � ���

The physical quantities related to the mean �ow are
overlined� for example� �U is the mean streamwise

y p

Mean Flow Calculation

The mean �ow comes from a computation
 The code
FLU�M� developed at ONERA solves the averaged
Navier	Stokes equations� a classical k � � model has
been used
 This computation is similar in principle
to the �rst step of the numerical simulation done by
Liou et al�
 Before describing the formalism of the pro	
posed model� we must �rst check that the computed
mean �ow is in agreement with Sajbens experimental
results

The two di�erent grids has been used for the com	
putation of the mean �ow
 The �rst one consists
in a ����x��� grid with a �ne distribution of points
only near the upper and lower walls in order to
have enough points in the boundary layers
 In the
x direction� the mesh is strengthened around the
expected shock wave location
 The second compu	
tational grid ����x��� points� is re�ned in the y	
direction in the central zone of the di�user in order
to compute the evolution in the y	direction of mean
�ow more accurately
 Figures � and � show the ex	
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Fig� � The two di�erent grids

perimental and numerical results respectively for the
iso	 �U contours
 From these results� it can be concluded
that both computed mean �ows are in good agreement
with the experimental data
 However� a detailed study
shows that small di�erences still exit just downstream
of the shock and between the y	derivative of the dif	
ferent mean �ow quantities


Fig� � �U contours �m�s�� experiment

An instructive behaviour is provided by the evolu	
tion of the longitudinal mean velocity in the x direction
�and in the middle of the core �ow�� see �gure �
 It can
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be observed that instead of a continuous decrease up to
exit section� the mean �ow increases just downstream
of the shock before to decrease
 This local convergent
e�ect results from the large separation bubble in the
upper boundary layer
 And since many years� it is
well known that the shock is unstable in a converging
nozzle �i
e
 when the �ow accelerates�
�
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Fig� � Mean �ow evolution� core �ow�

It must be pointed out that consequently the pro	
posed approachs will take into account the separated
region� but only through the mean �ow values
 So in
these approaches� the boundary layer and its separated
region are considered as steady


Basic Equations for the Small Perturbation
Technique

The equations for the instantaneous �ow are the Eu	
ler equations� the energy equation written for the total
enthalpy and the equation of perfect gas
 The pro	
posed approaches are thus limited to the core region
where the viscous e�ects can be neglected


� Equation of continuity�

	�

	t
�
	��U�

	x
�
	��V �

	y
� �� ���

q

�
	U

	t
� �U

	U

	x
� �V

	U

	y
�
	P

	x
� �� ���

� y	momentum equation �

�
	V

	t
� �U

	V

	x
� �V

	V

	y
�
	P

	y
� �� ���

� Enthalpy equation �

�
	hi
	t

� �U
	hi
	x

� �V
	hi
	y

�
	P

	t
� ���

� Total enthalpy de�nition �

hi � CpT �
U� � V �

�
� ���

� Equation of state �

P � r�T� ���

where r and Cp are respectively the perfect gaz con	
stant �r � ��� m�s��K��� and speci�c heat coe�	
cient �Cp � ���� m

�s��K���

The instantaneous �ow is also solution of the Rankine	
Hugoniot relations written at the instantaneous loca	
tion of the shock �

�� �Vn� �Wc� � ���Vn� �Wc�� ���

P� � ���Vn� �Wc�
� � P� � ���Vn� �Wc�

�� ���

V�� � V��� ����

CpT� �
�

�
�Vn� �Wc�

� � CpT� �
�

�
�Vn� �Wc�

�� ����

where Vn is the velocity component normal to the
shock� V� is the tangential component and Wc is the
velocity of the shock front


� Stability Analysis

The decomposition ��� is �rstly introduced in
equations ��� to ���
 The mean �ow� which satis�es
the Navier	Stokes equations� is assumed to be a
solution of the inviscid equations in this region

The resulting equations are further simpli�ed by
considering that the perturbation is small� so that the
nonlinear �uctuating terms can be neglected

Finally� equations ��� to ��� are transformed into a
linear system� the coe�cients of which are functions
of the mean �ow
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Perturbation Form

In this part an additional assumption is used� which
will be not considered in section �
 According to the
experimental and numerical results� the mean �ow in
the core region is assumed to be weakly dependent on
y� so that any mean quantity veri�es the relation �

	�q�	y � 	�q�	x� �x��y� ����

With this assumption� the perturbation can be seeked
with a uniform exponential dependence with respect
to y
 Thus any �uctuating quantity is written as �

qf �x� y� t� � �
h
q�x��e�it�ei	ky��rt


i
� ����

where q is a complex function� k is a real wave number
and �i is a temporal ampli�cation rate� whereas the
real part �r of � characterises the frequency of the
perturbation
 ��z� is the real part of z
 The linear
stability of the �ow depends on the sign of �i� for
�i 
 � the mean �ow is linearly stable� whereas for
�i � � the mean �ow is unstable


Stability Equations and Boundary Conditions

With the perturbation ����� the linearized Euler
equations become an ordinary fourth	order di�erential
system �

C
dZ

dx
� BZ� ����

where Z�x� is the amplitude function vector of the per	
turbation
 Its components are T� �� u� v� which denote
respectively the �uctuating temperature� the density
and the longitudinal and transverse velocities compo	
nents
 C and B are two ��� �� complex matrices which
are functions of the mean �ow and of the coe�cients
� and k
�

In all the tested experimental con�gurations� no �uc	
tuation has been observed in the supersonic zone �ow

For this reason� the �rst boundary condition is chosen
as �

Z��� � �� ����

This means that there is no �uctuation at the throat

In exit section� the �uctuations do not necessarily van	
ish
 It is only imposed that the perturbations are
bounded at the exit section�

kZ�l�h�k � �� ����

Eigenvalue Problem

The di�erential system ����	���� has Z � � as nat	
ural and trivial solution
 Moreover it is the only one
unless the problem becomes singular
 In fact� the de	
terminant of the matrix C is always invertible except
at the position de�ned by �M � �
 The problem is thus
regular from throat to shock
 Then� according to the
boundary condition ����� Z � � is the only solution of

p p
personic zone there is no �uctuation
 However� if the
system of equations ���� is singular at the mean shock
position� another solution �i
e
 not trivial� may exist

To �nd this solution� a special procedure needs to be
used at the shock position
 This procedure is obtained
with the shock relations ��� to ����


Linearised Shock Relations

According to the small perturbation technique ���
and to expression ����� the perturbed position of the
shock is written as �

x � �xc ��
h
Xei	ky��t


i
� ����

In ����� �xc represents the mean shock position and X
the amplitude of the shock displacement which is as	
sumed to be a small quantity
 The Rankine	Hugoniot
equations ��� to ���� are then linearized by perform	
ing a �rst order Taylor expansion with respect to X 

The quantities downstream of the shock are denoted
by subscript � and those upstream of the shock by sub	
script �
 In fact� all quantities q �q� or q�� are the sum
of the mean and of the �uctuating values evaluated
just downstream for �q�� or upstream for �q�� of the
perturbed position of the shock�

q�x� y� t� � �q��xc �XE� � qf ��xc �XE��

where E � ei	ky��t


After expansion� q� is written as �

q��x� y� t� � �q���xc� �
	�q�
	x
��xc�XE � q���xc�E�

As there is no �uctuation upstream of the shock� q� is
simply given by�

q��x� y� t� � �q���xc� �
	�q�
	x
��xc�XE�

It can be noted that in the previous expression the
derivative of q� with respect to x corresponds to the
left derivative �in x�� �� the same is true with the x	
derivative of q� and the right derivative �in x

�
� �
 After

some calculation� the linearized shock relations lead to
an algebraic system of equations�

AZ��xc� � �X� ����

where Z��xc� is the vector of the �uctuating ampli	
tudes calculated at �xc� � is a complex vector and A
is a fourth	order complex matrix� A and � are known

From another point of view� it should be noted that
the behaviour of mean �ow on both sides of shock �for
example � the local convergent e�ect indicated in �g	
ure �� occurs in the term � through the right and left
derivatives of the mean �ow
 Finally� as the matrix A
is invertible�� the vector Z at the mean shock position
is known�

Z��xc� � A��X�� ����
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g q y p p
the shock oscillation amplitude X � which cannot be
determined within the linear stability analysis


Summary

The stability problem has been easily solved in the
supersonic zone� Z � � is the unique solution
 In the
subsonic zone� the system ���� with the boundary
conditions ���� and ���� is an eigenvalue problem

The trivial solution Z � �� X � � is a solution
 A
non	zero solution can exist only if the problem is
singular� which implies a particular choice of the wave
number k and of the complex circular frequency �
of the perturbation
 This choice corresponds to a
dispersion relation between these numbers� which
cannot be determined analytically
 In the following� a
numerical procedure devoted to this point is described


Analytical study

If the mean �ow is considered as uniform i
e
 in	
dependent of x� the di�erential system ���� becomes
a linear di�erential system with constant coe�cients

Then an analytical solution can be calculated�

Z�x� �

�X
j�

cjZj�x� with Zj�x� � Vje
ljx� ����

where the coe�cients cj are unknown integration con	
stants� which will be determined by the boundary
conditions
 lj and Vj are respectively the eigenval	
ues and eigenvectors of matrix C��B� see ���� 
 The
expressions of lj and Vj

� are given in the appendix

Physically� the �rst two modes �j � �� �� correspond to
the acoustic modes� respectively the downstream and
upstream travelling waves� and the other two modes
�j � �� �� correspond to the entropic and the rota	
tional modes which are convected with the mean �ow

In order to verify the condition ����� these di�erent
modes Vie

lix cannot exhibit an exponentially increas	
ing behaviour� ��li� � � where ��li� denotes the real
part of li
 It can be shown that ��l�� � � if �i 	 ��
��l�� � � and ��l�� 	 � for all � and k
 Neverthe	
less� when �i � �� V�e

l�x and V�e
l�x are smaller than

V�e
l�x� it can be then considered that the only one

not acceptable mode with respect to boundary con	
dition ���� is V�e

l�x
 The relation c� � � must be
imposed
 This relation amounts to suppose that there
are no downstream travelling waves� this is �nally in
agreement with Culick and Rogerss theory
� Accord	
ing to the latter� the re�ected downstream travelling
wave amplitude is about � times smaller than the up	
stream travelling wave amplitude �in the case of the
mean �ow described in section ����
 The general solu	
tion is written as �

Z�x� � c�Z��x� � c�Z��x� � c�Z��x�� ����

g g �
the presence of any uniform zone� but� at a certain
distance from the shock� it is assumed that the mean
�ow does not depend too much on x
 In this �uni	
form zone�� for x 	 xu �xu�h 
 ���� the solution of
���� can be written as ����
 Equation ���� is then
numerically integrated for each vector Zj �j������� by
decreasing values of x from the uniform zone boundary
xu up to the mean shock position �xc
 At this position�
there are two formulations of Z�x�� the �rst one comes
from the numerical integration and equation ���� and
the second one is simply given by the boundary condi	
tion ����
 These two expressions should coincide
 For
a given circular frequency �r� the unknowns are the
complex constants c�� c�� c�
 These six real unknowns
are searched in order to verify the following relation	
ship �

Z��xc� � c�Z���xc� � c�Z���xc� � c�Z���xc��

which provide four scalar complex relations
 A non
zero solution only can exist if the rank of this system
of four relations is only three
 This condition is a dis	
persion relation� it is satis�ed with a particular value
of �k� �i� for a given value of frequency �r��� of the
perturbation
 A trial and error method is �nally used
to determine the eigenvalues with an initial guess for
�k� �i�


�� � Table � below gives the eigenvalues �k� �i�
for the �xed frequency ��� Hz
 These results have
been obtained with the mean �ow calculated for the
di�user length l�h � ��


k �m��� ���� � ��r � i�i����

���x�� grid
������ �������� �����i
������ �������� ������i

���x��� grid
������ �������� �����i
������ �������� ������i

Table � Numerical stability results�

Two modes seem to be solutions of the stability prob	
lem
 Nevertheless� only the second one� the mode
���� � �����i�� will be considered hereafter because
the �rst mode� ����� ����i� is very dependent of the
computational grid


Computation of Shock Motion

As explained before� the �uctuations are propor	
tional to the shock amplitudeX 
 In order to determine
a spectrum from the stability results� a normalisation
must be introduced for the amplitude functions
 The
�uctuating pressure at the exit section has been cho	
sen for that purpose as it is done with the numerical
simulations
 As the �uctuating pressure spectrum is
not known at the exit section� a uniform law is simply
imposed �

jpf �xe�jrms
� � �P �xe�� ����
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sure at the exit section is hence given as a constant
part of the mean pressure


Results

In order to validate the quasi	one	dimensional sta	
bility theory� the results are �rst compared with
Sajbens experimental values and Hsiehs computa	
tions
 The stability of the mean �ow is then examined


� Shock Motion Spectra

Figure � shows the experimental shock motion spec	
trum
 It exhibits a well	de�ned peak close to ��� Hz�
this means that the shock is more sensitive to excita	
tions of frequencies around ��� Hz
 The shock motion
spectrum calculated by the one	dimensional stability
analysis also provides a peak close to ��� Hz
 Fig	
ure � presents this result
 This spectrum has been
calculated for the l�h � �� di�user length and the
mean �ow calculated with the ����x���� grid
 In order
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Fig� � Shock motion spectrum� l�h � ���

to evaluate the robustness of this encouraging result�
the stability analysis has been performed again but
with the mean �ow calculated with the ����x��� grid

Furthermore� just for the stability analysis� a narrow
mesh in x ���� points instead of ���� has been tested
using a Tchebiche� polynomial interpolation for the
mean �ow
 Figure � shows that the stability results
do not depend neither on the grid used for the sta	
bility nor on the grid used for the computation of the
mean �ow
 Concerning approximation ����� the shock
motion spectra must be more or less independent of y

Figure �� con�rms this behaviour where j represents
the vertical index for the y	line of the mesh
 It seems
that the quasi	one	dimensional stability theory can be
applied for Sajbens experiment

One fundamental parameter in the determination of
the self	sustained oscillations frequency is the length
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Fig� � Robustness of shock motion spectrum�
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dependence of shock motion spectrum�

of the di�user
 Di�erent stability analyses have been
performed for di�erent lengths
 Figure �� shows the
evolution of the observed frequency peak in the shock
displacement spectra versus the di�user length
 For a
di�user length such as l�h � ��� the one	dimensional
stability theory seems to be in good agreement with
the experimental and numerical results
 The four
points with the label �computation� have been ex	
tracted from �gure �
�

� Evolution of �i with the Frequency

The main objective of a linear stability analysis is
to determine if the basic �ow is stable with respect
to in�nitesimal perturbations
 This stability is char	
acterised by the sign of the temporal ampli�cation
growth rate �i
 Figure �� shows the evolution of the
temporal ampli�cation coe�cent �i� it is always nega	
tive whatever the frequency is
 Therefore� according to
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the stability de�nition� the mean �ow is stable
 Thus
if the mean �ow could be strictly not perturbed �at
the exit section by some pressure �uctuations�� no
shock oscillation and no perturbation in the down	
stream zone could be observed
 This could be veri�ed
experimentally by adding a second throat close to the
exit section in order to eliminate any downstream ex	
citation
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Fig� �� Variation of �i�

� Two�dimensional Analysis

This section is devoted to the extension of the
previous stability analysis
 A two	dimensional ap	
proach is applied again to Sajbens di�user in order
to validate it in comparison with the previous one


Small Perturbation Equations

If the mean �ow is fully two	dimensional� depending
on x and y� the assumption ���� is no longer valid


p
written as ����
 In this case� the �uctuating quantities
are expressed by �

qf �x� y� t� � �
�
q�x� y��e�it�e�i�rt

�
� ����

where q�x� y� is a complex function
 In the present
two	dimensional study� the temporal ampli�cation
rate �i is set equal to zero

The linearized Euler equations then become a fourth	
order partial di�erential system �

C
	Z

	x
�D

	Z

	y
� BZ� ����

where C� D are real ��x�� matrices and B is complex
��x�� matrix� see appendix


Two
dimensional Shock Relations

By a method similar to that described in section
�� the �uctuating quantities can be calculated at the
mean shock position

The perturbed shock position is written as �

x � �xc ��
�
X�y�e�i�t

�
� ����

where X�y� is a complex function which represents the
amplitude of the shock displacement
 As in the one	
dimensional analysis� the Rankine	Hugoniot relations
are linearized with respect to X 
 After expansion� the
�uctuating quantities at the mean shock position can
be expressed as �

Z��xc� � A��

�
�X � 

dX

dy

�
����

� and  are complex vector functions of the down	
stream mean �ow and �� see appendix

Finally� with a similar procedure to the one described
in �� the shock motion can be computed by imposing
the �uctuating pressure at exit section


Computational Domain

The choice of this computational domain is princi	
pally imposed by the limitation of the theory
 The
stability theory being an inviscid theory� the bound	
ary layers are out of the scope of this study
 The
computational domain has been chosen in the core
�ow� with a rectangular cartesian grid interpolated
by the Tchebiche� polynomials from the original grid
����x����
 Figure ���� shows this computational do	
main �black rectangle�
 The dimension of the domain

Fig� �	 Two
dimensional computational domain�

is �

D � ���xc�h� xe�h�� �ys�h� yn�h��
� ������� ���� ����� ����� �

����
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y

The system ���� is of �rst	order in x and in y
 In
order to close the partial di�erential equations system�
two boundary conditions must be introduced
 The
�rst condition is the values of the �uctuating quanti	
ties at the mean shock position ����
 The second one
is the main di�culty of this �D approach
 A homo	
geneous Neumann condition has been �nally imposed
on the lower boundary of the domain�

	Z

	y
� � ����

Results� Shock Motion Spectrum

Figure �� shows the shock motion spectrum in the
core �ow �median line� j � ���
 The proposed
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Fig� �� Shock motion spectrum�

two	dimensional approach seems thus to be in good
agreement with the experimental results� the results
exhibit a peak close to ��� Hz
 The results of this
two	dimensional analysis must be independent of the
grid and of the dimension of the computational do	
main
 To check this assumption� two di�erent grids
have been chosen
 For domain D� two di�erent grids
have been used� ���x��� points and ���x��� points

Figure �� shows the shock motion spectrum for these
di�erent grids
 It can be seen that the grid doesnt
in�uence the results too much
 The characteristic fre	
quency is clearly obtained with these two grids� only a
di�erence is perceptible on the amplitude of the shock
displacement at ��� Hz


Summary and Conclusions

The goal of this paper is to present two new
approaches based on the small perturbation technique
in order to explain and to predict the self	sustained
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Fig� �� mesh sensitivity�

shock oscillations observed in many di�users� a �D
linear stability theory and a �D computation

In the Sajbens di�user� the mean �ow in the core
region can be considered as a quasi	one	dimensional
�ow
 Then an appropriate stability analysis has
been developed in order to try to understand and
to predict the self	sustained oscillations origin
 The
comparisons between experimental data� numerical
simulations and linear theory have shown that the
latter can provide the frequency of the shock oscilla	
tions
 Finally� this study can give some new insight
into the physical origin of the observed self	excited
shock oscillations
 Indeed� this analysis can show that
at least in some cases� self	sustained shock oscillations
can be explained and predicted with an inviscid linear
stability theory but with a mean �ow computed with
Navier	Stokes equations
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Appendix

� One�dimensional theory

To simplify the notations the following quantities ��
and  are introduced �

�� � � � k �V and  �
q
k���a� � �U��� ���

The eigenvalues of C��B are�

l� �
�i�� �U � �a 

�a� � �U�
� l� �

�i�� �U � �a 

�a� � �U�
� l� � l� �

i��
�U
�

����
and the eigenvectors of these eigenvalues are �

�V� �

�
���

�
Cpk

�i �Ul� � ���
��
k�a �i

�Ul� � ���
� �

k �U
i �Ul�
�

	


� � �V� �

�
���

�
Cpk

�i �Ul� � ���
��
k�a �i

�Ul� � ���
� �

k �U
i �Ul�
�

	


� �

�V� �

�
���

�
� ��

�T
�
�

	


� � �V� �

�
���

�
�
�

� ��
k �U

	


� � ����

� Two�dimensional theory

The matrix expressions of partial di�erential system
are �

C �

�
BB

� �U �� �
r�� r �T �� �U �
� � � �� �U

Cp
�U �� � �� �U� �� �U �V

�
CCA ����

D �

�
BB

� �V � ��
� � �� �V �
r�� r �T � ���V

Cp
�V �� � �� �U �V �� �V �

�
CCA ����

�
BBB

� a�� � � ��
�x

� � ��
�y

�r � ��
�x

a�� ���i� � � �U
�x
� ����

�U
�y

�r � ��
�y

a�� ����
�V

�x
���i� � � �V

�y
�

i�Cv �� �i�r �T a�� a��

�
CCCA
����

with �

a�� � i� � � �U
�x
� � �V

�y

a�� � � �U � �U
�x
� �V � �U

�y
� r �

�T
�x

a�� � � �U � �V
�x
� �V � �V

�y
� r �

�T
�y

a�� � �i� � �U � �U
�x
� �V � �U

�y
���

a�� � i����V � �� �U � �V
�x
� �� �V � �V

�y

The vector and matrix expressions of algebraic sys	
tem ���� are�

A �

�
BB

� �U� ��� �
r��� �U� � r �T� ���� �U� �
Cp � �U� �
� � � �

�
CCA ����

� � �� � �� and  � � � � with �

�i �

�
BB

�
�x
���i �Ui� � i�i��i

�
�x
��pi � ��i �U

�
i � � �i�i��i

�Ui
�
�x
�Cp

�Ti �
�
�
�U�
i � � i�i �Ui

� �Vi
�x

�
CCA ����

i �

�
BB

���i �Vi
����i �Ui

�Vi
� �Ui

�Vi
�Ui

�
CCA ����
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